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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

The second phase of the MERMEX program focuses on specific questions related to the impact of natural 

processes and anthropogenic factors on the functioning and state of Mediterranean marine ecosystems. A new 

and simplified organization into 3 major actions is proposed. This new structure was designed following the 

MERMEX and MISTRALS 2015 workshops, where the major gaps in knowledge and model developments 

toward future scenarios were identified. The actions respectively deal with (i) the dynamics of contaminants and 

their impacts on ecosystems in the coastal zone (MERITE), (ii) the impact of dust deposition on the surface 

marine biogeochemistry (PEACETIME), and (iii) the impact of deep and intermedite water formations on the 

marine biogeochemistry and pelagic ecosystem functioning in an ultra oligotrophic context (PERLE). The 

proposed actions will be approached by a multidisciplinary consortium of scientists working together on 

observation and modeling. The strategy is designed to ensure that the knowledge acquired is used to understand 

the actual and future impact of these pressures across the Mediterranean. The present consortium is an excellent 

partnership under truly inter-institutional and european/international frame. This consortium is fully fitted in the 

scope and well experienced. Finally, the implementation provides a general framework and the opportunity for 

international collaborative work, sharing same objectives (with partners in the southern, central and eastern 

Mediterranean research institutions). The proposed actions will also capitalize on existing knowledge and 

observations gained in recent and forthcoming national (MISTRALS, ANR) and EU (MEDSEA, PERSEUS, 

MEDITS, MEDOS) projects. The actions received support from international projects, such as SOLAS, IMBER, 

LOICZ, GEOTRACES, MEDCLIVAR. In the context of the European Marine Strategy Framework Directive 

(MFSD), MERMEX will contribute to the definition of the Good Environmental Status. 

 

Impact of contaminants - The MERITE (Marine ecosystem response to the input of contaminants in the coastal 

zone) action aims at investigating the fate of chemical contaminants and their impacts on the benthic and pelagic 

habitats, in specific coastal ecosystems, such as urbanized bays and contaminated fishing grounds in the western 

and central Mediterranean. The integrative approach is mainly based on in situ observational data (existing 

databases and targeted new data collection), experimental work and modeling research. Numerical modeling 

allow the examination of physical, biogeochemical and anthropogenic drivers in the studied coastal ecosystem, 

at the relevant time scales. The achievement of the objectives is based on an integrated study of biotic and 

abiotic compartments conducted in coordinated way in different sites (mainly located in the Gulf of Lion, 

Provence area, and in the Sfax Bay and Gulf of Gabes). 

 

Impact of atmospheric deposition - The PEACETIME (Process studies at the air-sea interface after dust 

deposition in the Mediterranean) action proposes to study the fundamental physical, chemical and biological 

processes and their interactions at the atmosphere-ocean interface. The objective is to assess how these 

mechanisms impact, and will impact, the functioning of the marine biogeochemical cycles, the pelagic 

ecosystem and the feedback to the atmosphere. It will focus on a crucial mechanism forcing the biogeochemical 

coupling between the ocean and the atmosphere: atmospheric Saharan dust deposits. PEACETIME strategy is 

two-fold: (1) a cruise in the central Mediterranean Sea in May when strong dust deposition events usually occur 

and (2) substantial atmospheric and oceanic modeling developments (from 0-D to 3-D).  

The PEACETIME project results from a joint reflection and a share of implementation between two components 

of the MISTRALS program: CHARMEX and MERMEX.  

 

Impact of dense water formation - The PERLE (Pelagic ecosystem response to dense water formation in the 

Levant experiment) action aims at describing the formation and spreading of Levantine Intermediate Water 

(LIW), and determining its role on the distribution of nutrients and on the structuration of the planktonic 

ecosystems in the eastern Mediterranean. The LIW is one of the most crucial water mass of the Mediterranean: it 

contributes to most of the sub-surface water and salt transport between the eastern and western basins of the 

Mediterranean, it plays a key role in the deep convection both in the North Western Mediterranean and in the 

South Adriatic, and it fills nearly all the intermediate layer of the Eastern basin, where it is  prone to vertical 

exchanges with the surface layer that supply nutrients to the photic layer and support a significant fraction of the 

primary production. Modeling at regional (Levantine basin) and large (Mediterranean) scales will be an 

important component of this action. It aims at improving the simulation of the LIW formation mechanisms and 

locations, and better assessing the effect of the regional physical conditions (including transient mesoscale 

structures) on the occurrence of blooms disrupting the ultraoligitrophic character of the Levantine basin. 

The PERLE project results from a joint reflection and a share of implementation between two components of the 

MISTRALS program: HYMEX and MERMEX.  
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2. ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATIONS 

 

COORDINATORS 

 

DURRIEU DE MADRON Xavier  

DR CNRS, CEFREM UMR 5110, CNRS-Université de Perpignan 

Email : demadron@univ-perp.fr 

 

PAIRAUD Ivane  

CR IFREMER, LERPAC, Centre Méditerranée - La Seyne-sur-Mer 

Email : ivane.pairaud@ifremer.fr 

 

 

PARTNERS 

 

FRANCE 

 Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique 

 Institut Français de Recherche pour l’Exploitation de la MER, Brest, Nantes, La Seyne/mer, Sète 

 Institut de Recherche pour le Développement, Montpellier, Marseille, Tunisia 

 Institut de Radioprotection et Sûreté Nucléaire, La Seyne/mer, Cadarache 

 University of Aix-Marseille, Marseille 

 Unversity of Bordeaux, Bordeaux 

 University of Montpellier, Montpellier 

 University of Pau, Pau 

 University of Perpignan, Perpignan 

 University Pierre et Marie Curie, Paris, Villefranche/mer, Banyuls/mer, Roscoff 

 University of Toulon, La Garde 

 University of Toulouse, Toulouse 

 University of Versaille – Saint Quentin, Gif/Yvette 

 

CROATIA 

 Division for Marine and Environmental Research, Ruđer Bošković Institute, Zagreb, Croatia 

 

CYPRUS 

 Oceanography Centre, University of Cyprus, Nicosia 

 

GREECE 

 Hellenic Center  for Marine Research (HCMR), Athens 

 

LEBANON 

 National Centre for Marine Sciences (CNRSL), Jounie 

 

ITALY 

 Istituto Nazionale di Oceanografia e di Geofisica Sperimentale (OGS), Trieste 

 Stazione Zoologica Anton Dohrn Napoli (SZN), Naples 

 

ISRAEL 

 Israel Oceanographic and Limnological Research (IOLR), Haifa  

 

ROMANIA 

 National Institute for Marine Research and Development (NIMRD), Constanta 

 

RUSSIA 

 Space Research Institute (IKI) Moscow 

 

TURKEY 

 Institute of marine Science – Middle East Technical University (IMS-METU), Erdemli 
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TUNISIA 

 Faculty of Sciences of Bizerte (FSB), Bizerte 

 Centre of Biotechnology of Sfax (CBs), Sfax  

 Faculty of Sciences of Sfax (FSS), Sfax 

 Institut National des Sciences et Techniques de la Mer (INSTM), Salammbô 

 University of Carthage, Carthage 

 

 

SCIENTIFIC TEAMS 

 

 BIODEV (Villefranche/mer, France) 

 CBS/LBPE (Tunisie) 

 CEFREM (Perpignan, France) 

 CEREGE (Aix-en-Provence, France) 

 CNRSL (Jounie, Lebanon)  

 EPOC (Bordeaux, France)  

 BFSA/FSB (Bizerte, Tunisia) 

 FSS (Sfax, Tunisia) 

 Géosciences (Montpellier, France) 

 HCMR (Athens, Greece) 

 Hydrosciences (Montpellier, France) 

 IFREMER ODE/DYNECO/LER/PAC - 

RBE/BE/LBCM (La Seyne sur Mer) 

 IFREMER ODE/DYNECO/DHYSED - 

REM/GM/LGM (Brest) 

 IFREMER RBE/BE/LBCM/EMH (Nantes) 

 IFREMER RBE/MARBEC/LHM (Sète) 

 IKI/RAS (Moscow, Russia) 

 INSTM/LMM (Salammbô, Tunisia) 

 IOLR (Haifa, Israel) 

 IPREM-EEM (Pau, France) 

 IRSN (La Seyne/mer, Cadarache, France) 

 ISM-METU (Erdemli, Turkey) 

 LA (Toulouse, France) 

 LOCEAN (Paris, France) 

 LOMIC (Banyuls, France) 

 LOV (Villefranche/mer, France) 

 LSCE (Gif/Yvette, France) 

 MARBEC (Montpellier, France) 

 NIMRD (Romania) 

 MIO  (Marseille, France) 

 OGS (Trieste, Italy) 

 PROTEE (Toulon, France) 

 RBI (Zageb, Croatia) 

 SZN (Naples, Italy) 
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3. SCIENTIFIC PROJECT 

 

OBJECTIVES 

Following several meetings within the different WPs and MERMEX workshop that took place during the first 

three months of 2015, a discussion forum open to all participants confirmed the importance of the first phase of 

MERMEX (2010-2015) with the acquisition of numerous and various observations on which the second phase of  

MERMEX (2016-2020) will rely, in particular for modeling. The key principles applied for the definition of the 

scientific project were: 

 Continuity in the objectives but change of strategy 

 Priority to large federating projects 

 Improved forecasting capabilities (guided by modeling) 

 Enrollment in a european and international dynamics for the implementation and co-financing 

 Interactions with other MISTRALS programs (e.g., HYMEX, CHARMEX, SICMED, BIODIVMEX) 

 Analysis of key areas (Eastern and Central Mediterranean, Gulf of Lion, Gulf of Gabes) 

 Link with  the societal demand (e.g. MSFD) 

 

A new and simplified organization of our research is proposed by considering our research at two different 

scales: 

 At the coastal scale: the focus will be on the transfer and response of pelagic and marine ecosystem up 

to exploited resources to major inputs of chemical contaminants, such as outfalls of urbanized coastal 

zone and river floods, in the North-Western and Central Mediterranean. The observation scales will 

range from the ecosystem responses nearby the sources up to its macroecological impacts at the scale of 

fishing grounds. It requires a coupled strategy of observation and modeling to quantify the various 

physical, biogeochemical and trophic processes which contribute to the availability of chemical 

contaminants in the water column and sediments, and their bioaccumulation through the trophic chains.  

 At the scale of the Mediterranean basin: extension of the observation effort toward large areas of the 

Mediterranean where in situ data and precise knowledge of key processes are lacking, preventing 

accurate understanding and modeling of pelagic ecosystems functioning today and in the future. The 

two key processes considered are atmospheric dust deposition in the Central Mediterranean and 

intermediate (dense) water formation in the eastern Mediterranean.  

 

STRATEGY AND RESEARCH LINES PROPOSAL 

Three actions are proposed at these two scales :  

 Marine ecosystem response to the input of contaminants in the coastal zone (MERITE).  

 Process study at the air-sea interface after dust deposition in the Mediterranean Sea (PEACETIME) 

 Pelagic Ecosystem response to dense water formation in the Levant experiment (PERLE) 

Complementary to important field and experimental activities, this will be achieved through an increasing 

importance of the modeling, toward future implementation of scenarios identified by the IPCC. These actions 

will be done in collaboration with the riparian countries (and further) and they will also interlinked with the 

projects of HYMEX and CHARMEX. 

The different approaches of observation and modeling are connected, and form a package in which the 

observation effort is related to the needs and modus operandi of the models and experimental work and, 

conversely, models are involved in the definition of the observing strategy for the operational phase. During the 

interpretation phase, the experimental and modeling approaches also interact and overlap (e.g. models appear to 

be effective spatial and temporal interpolators). 
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PLURI-ANNUAL WORKING PROGRAM 2016->2018 AND 2019->2020 (Gant) 

 

 
 

More detailled Gant charts are presented in each action section. Priority is given to the PEACETIME action in 

2016-2017. Most of field activity of the MERITE and PERLE actions will concentrate in 2018. 

 

 

 

4. REQUESTED RESSOURCES 

 

HUMAN RESOURCES  

 Permanent Researchers : 215  

 Non-permanent : 0.5 CDD/year (coordination assistant position) 

 Post Docs : 8  (current number) 

 PhD students : 28 (current number) 
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FINANCIAL ALLOCATIONS, IN CASH OR IN KIND 

 

 

Total Budget per actions 

 

MERITE MISTRALS OTHERS 

Budget  5 years 
2016-2020 

370 K€ 

 ANR AMORAD: 620 K€ 

 ANR MATUGLI: 150 K€ 

 PREVENT (REGION PACA): 153 K€ 

 Other projects (european, national and 

regional projects,...): 800 K€  

 Requested: 1430 K€    
 PhD thesis: 18 already started (10 french and 8 

with Tunisia) ; 5 requested 

 

PEACETIME MISTRALS OTHERS 

Budget  5 years 
2016-2020 

145 K€ (*) 

 Requested to ANR : 750 K€ 

 Requested to CNRS-TOSCA + LEFE = 143 

K€ 

 Equipment (acquired) : 130 K€ (Univ Maine), 

90 K€ (LOV) 

 Requested by foreign partners to their 

institutions : 70 K€ 

 Submission to BNP-Paribas in discussion 

 Submission to Académie des Sciences: 

pending 

 PhD thesis: 3 already started, in 2016: 2 

requested to ED129 and Univ Clermont 

(*) An equivalent budget is requested by CHARMEX as joint action 

 

PERLE MISTRALS OTHERS 

Budget  5 years 
2016-2020 

230 K€ (*) 

 Support from H2020 (MedOS project on 

observing systems)  

 Equipex NAOS (8 BioArgo floats) : 280 K€ 

 In kind contributions of foreign partners 

(shiptime, analysis) 

 PhD thesis: 2 are currently planned 

(*) An equivalent budget is requested by HYMEX as joint action 

 

 COORDINATION MISTRALS OTHERS 

Budget  5 years 
2016-2020 

260 K€ (*)(**)(***)  

(*) including wage for a half-time coordination assistant position (20 K€ / year) 

(**) including funding for the organisation of international workshops (30 K€ / each) 

(***) including publication fees 
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Provisional yearly allocations of MISTRALS funding 
 

 

YEAR TOTAL DISTRIBUTION 

2016 200 K€ 

 MERITE = 70 K€ 

 PEACETIME = 90 K€ 

 PERLE = 10 K€ 

 COORDINATION = 10+20(***) K€ 

2017 298 K€ 

 MERITE = 120 K€ 

 PEACETIME = 18 K€ 

 PERLE = 80 K€ 

 COORDINATION = 10+20(*)+30(**)+20(***) K€ 

2018 258.5 K€ 

 MERITE = 107.5 K€ 

 PEACETIME = 21 K€ 

 PERLE = 100 K€ 

 COORDINATION = 10+20(*) K€ 

2019 134.5 K€ 

 MERITE = 62.5 K€ 

 PEACETIME = 12 K€ 

 PERLE = 30 K€ 

 COORDINATION = 10+20(*) K€ 

2020 114 K€  MERITE = 10 K€ 

 PEACETIME = 4 K€ 

 PERLE = 10 K€ 

 COORDINATION = 10+20(*)+30(**)+30(***) K€ 

(*) including wage for a half-time coordination assistant position (20 K€ / year) 

(**) including funding for the organisation of international workshops (30 K€ / each)(**)  

(***) including publication fees for special issues (2 on-going in JGR and PIO) 

 

 

FINANCIAL ALLOCATIONS OF THE MEDITERRANEAN PARTNERS 

 MERITE : French-tunisian actions on tunisian sites correspond to 130 K€ already obtained (LMI, IRD 

action Sud) and 250k€ that are requested (ANR, PEPS, Tunisia) 

 PEACETIME : Requested by foreign partners to their institutions : 70 K€ 

 PERLE : Support from the H2020 MedOS project on the integration of Mediterranean observing 

systems that will be submitted in 2016, is expected for both french partners and eastern Mediterranean 

partners involved in the PERLE action. (Total budget : 8 M€). 

 

 

ACCESS TO NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE 

 Research Vessel (TGIR Flotte) for shiptime for the different actions  

 Observing Systems (SOERE/SNO MOOSE, POSEIDON, RITMARE, CYCLOFOS, HOSEA, 

SOMLIT) 

 Instrumentations national park (DT-INSU, CETSM) 
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5. MARINE ECOSYSTEM RESPONSE TO THE INPUT OF CONTAMINANTS IN THE COASTAL 

ZONE (MERITE) 

  

COORDINATORS 

F. Carlotti (MIO, Marseille), C. Garnier (PROTEE, Toulon), J. Tronczynski (IFREMER/RBE/BE, Nantes) 

PERIOD 

2016-2020 

PARTICIPANTS 

A total of ~85 participants from 17 French labs and 5 abroad. 

French Participants: CEFREM (Perpignan), CEREGE (Aix-en-Provence), EPOC (Bordeaux), IFREMER-

LERPAC/LBCM (La Seyne/mer), IFREMER-RBE/BE/EMH/LBCM (Nantes), IFREMER-DYNECO-

DHYSED/REM-GM-LGM (Brest), IFREMER-RBE/MARBEC-LMH (Sète), IPREM-EEM (Pau), IRSN (La 

Seyne/mer, Cadarache), LA (Toulouse), LSCE (Saclay), MIO (Marseille), OSU OREME Montpellier 

(Géosciences Montpellier, Hydrosciences Montpellier and MARBEC), PROTEE (Toulon), OOB-LOMIC 

(Banyuls). 

Foreign Participants: CBs (Sfax, Tunisia), University of Carthage/BFSA (Bizerte, Tunisia), HCMR-IO (Athens, 

Greece, external collaborator); NIMRD (Constanta, Romania, external collaborator); RBI (Zagreb, Croatia, 

external collaborator) 

 

RATIONALES 

The Mediterranean is a trans-regional and transboundary semi-enclosed sea that nowadays shares all marine 

ecosystems key challenges related to the growing anthropogenic pressures (biodiversity losses, climate change 

impacts, overfishing and pollution). The surrounding coastline is characterized by a high population density, 

especially increasing in the big coastal urban centers. The Mediterranean Sea is also an ultimate sink for a range 

of harmful chemical substances and plastic wastes which form a marine litter. The recent assessments of present 

status and trends show that pollution in the Mediterranean and Black Seas by the harmful substances continue to 

degrade mainly coastal areas but also their more remote settings (Azoury et al., 2013; Bordajandi et al., 2006; 

Castro-Jiménez et al., 2013; Carubelli et al., 2007; Gonzalez-Fernandez et al., 2014; Harmelin-Vivien et al., 

2012; Martí-Cid et al., 2007, Thébault et al., 2008). The marine litter plastic has now become ubiquitous and 

may comprise up to 95% of debris accumulated on shorelines or sea floor and this figure can reach up to 100% 

on the sea surface (Galgani, 2015; Jambeck et al., 2015). The Mediterranean Sea is one of the most affected 

areas by marine litter in the world and the highest densities of marine litter stranded on the sea floor (Barnes et 

al., 2009). 

This semi-enclosed sea is highly vulnerable to chemical pollution, because of long history of Europe’s 

industrialization, high density of coastal populations and also because of its natural characteristics (such as large 

watersheds, high continental loads and long water residence times,…). The historical and present continuous 

inputs of persistent organic contaminants and trace elements entering the Mediterranean Sea are mainly related 

to the land watershed loads (rivers and groundwaters) and direct releases (from urban, industrial and transport 

activities), affecting mostly coastal areas (e.g. Dang et al., 2015; Guigue et al., 2011, 2014; Tedetti et al., 2010, 

2012, 2013; Tessier et al., 2011), whereas atmospheric fallouts/depositions dominate contaminant inputs in more 

remote offshore areas of the open sea (Castro-Jiménez et al. 2012; Berrojalbiz et al., 2014; de Madron et al. 2011 

and references therein). Once contaminants (such as metals, radionuclides and organic compounds) are released 

in the coastal areas, their environmental fates are mainly governed by interactions with particle dynamics, 

dissolved organic matter and marine biota which offer sites for sorption (e.g. Cindrić et al., 2015; Ferretto et al., 

2014; Guigue et al., 2014; Oursel et al., 2013, 2014b), and processes at the sediment/water interface including 

bioturbation/biotransformation (ex. Dang et al., 2015a). In these shallow environments, the contaminants fate is 

mainly driven by chemical speciation, phototransformation, interactions with particles and primary trophic levels 

(autotrophs and heterotrophs) (Guigue et al., 2014; Tiano et al., 2014, Dufresne et al., 2014). Therefore, in the 

coastal areas the contaminants fates are very sensitive to intense events (storms, floods, stormwater and sewage 

discharges, plankton blooms…) which mobilize large quantities of particles capable of sorbing, transporting, 

releasing or burying contaminants in the continental shelf and slope. At the wider regional sub-basins scales their 

fates are mainly controlled: i) by atmospheric deposition, ii) exchanges at the air/sea interface and iii) by water 

column fluxes to the deep bottom sediments, all intertwined with biodegradation processes and with primary 

trophic levels dynamics, as well as with their transfer within marine food webs (up to the higher predators) 

(Benlamine et al., 2015; Cossa et al., 2012; Dachs et al., 2002; Dierking et al., 2009; Ensibi et al., 2015a, 2015b; 
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Fouin et al., 2013; Harmelin-Vivien et al., 2009, 2012; Lohmann et al., 2007; Ourgaud, 2015, Ourgaud et al., 

2015; Salen-Picard et al., 2002; Sauret et al., 2015a; Strady et al., 2015; Tiano et al., 2014). 

During the first phase of MERMEX, the attention was given to the identification of the source loads of carbon, 

nutrients and chemical contaminants and on their impacts at the different scales. The efforts were also seeking at 

an integrated approach combining observation, experimental work and modeling. Several aspects relative to the 

ecosystem response to these anthropogenic pressures in the coastal zone were thus explored: characterization of 

the status of coastal zones facing contrasted degrees of anthropization and inputs of materials; characterization of 

the behavior and fate of particles, nutrients, carbon and contaminants on the biogeochemistry and on plankton 

communities in the coastal zone; typology of community structures from heterotrophic prokaryotes to 

mesozooplankton and of trophic interactions zooplankton/small pelagic fish/tuna; identification of the 

mechanisms controlling the contaminants transfer from abiotic compartments to organisms, their accumulation 

throughout the trophic chain and their potential impact on community structures; characterization of the bio-

degradation of contaminants and the relative role of degraders (ex. bacteria and fungi) on the eco-dynamics of 

the contaminants in pelagic and benthic environments. 

The choice of the Gulf of Lion (GoL) and Provencal sub-basin area as experimental site for the first phase was 

mainly justified by the existence of a sound knowledge of basic processes and database in this area achieved 

during the last decades. This helped in the development of modeling. Furthermore, the GoL biogeochemical 

features provide also appropriate environmental context for these studies, with: i) the high riverine inputs of 

nutrients, carbon and contaminants from the Rhone River that influences the broad shelf as well as the presence 

of smaller rivers such as Têt, Hérault, Orb, Aude; ii) big cities such as Marseille and Toulon, where a number of 

case studies were developed and iii) the existence of some submarine groundwater discharges evidenced in the 

framework of MERMEX, especially along the karstic coast. 

The results of the first phase of MERMEX were detailed in the syntheses report including WP1 – WP4 actions 

(Cobec, Copel, Rivers, Specimed, Poissons, IPP, C3A, Costas,...). Important gaps were identified concerning the 

availability of biogeochemical and chemical data at sufficient spatial and temporal resolution. Filling the gap is 

very important to enhance our ability to reproduce the biogeochemical functioning of ecosystems and the 

behavior of particles and contaminants in the coastal area. Information is still needed on the stocks of the 

different chemical compounds, including legacy and emerging contaminants in the different compartments 

(water, sediment, biotic compartment), and on the fluxes between them. A better understanding of the 

contaminants kinetics and transfer processes under various forcing is also required. In addition, the fate and 

impact of contaminants may also be strongly affected by biodegradation and/or biotransformation processes 

driven by microorganisms as well as phototransformation processes. 

The MERITE action will operate interlinked with other components of MISTRALS and connected relevant 

studies. These connections are precisely identified below, under the description of the types of specific 

Mediterranean ecosystem which will be studied. This concern components and actions such as SICMED, 

BIODIVMEX and HYMEX of MISTRALS, and regional projects like SEDILION and LASERMED-OTMED, 

as well as the "Littoral and City" working group of MISTRALS. Furthermore the marine litter issue, while 

emerging as significant pressures in the Mediterranean Sea and potential vector of toxicants and pathogens will 

also be considered in the number of MERMEX related projects (ex. JPI Oceans PlasTox, …), including also a 

better evaluation of the rate of abiotic and biotic degradation of plastic items in the environment (ex OXOMAR 

project).[CG1]  

  

OBJECTIVES 

The general objective of MERITE focuses on a better understanding of exploited resources and ecosystems 

responses to contaminants. The emphasis is given to chemical contaminant transfer processes during their high 

loads related to intense events. The urban areas are zones of high inputs of multiple contaminants and fishing 

grounds are characterized by habitats which are diversely sensitive to contaminants. The understanding of 

contaminants impacts needs an integrative approach including studies of the ecosystems, their trophic 

interactions and contaminants transfer along the food webs. It also requires an increased knowledge of the 

related transport (of water and particles) mechanisms away from the sources. Recent studies highlighted this 

need for an integrative approach and a coupling of observations (ecological, biogeochemical, physical) and 

modeling activities (like in projects MerluMed, METROC, ANR/COSTAS, RETROMED…). The integrative 

approach will be improved in targeted habitats in the framework of MERITE. The studies will be conducted in 

selected types of specific Mediterranean coastal ecosystems, namely:  

 Contaminated urbanized bays in the Western and Central Mediterranean selected pilot areas; 

 Contaminated fishing grounds across the Western and Central Mediterranean areas. 
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The spatial implementation of the project in the Western Mediterranean refers more precisely to several 

relatively well-known strongly anthropized urban sites of Marseille and Toulon bays and to the pertinent scales 

of fishing areas in the Gulf of Lion. In the southern part of the Central Mediterranean, the efforts are undertaken 

to conduct and develop parallel mirror activities, in particular in the urban Sfax bay and on the fishing grounds 

of the Gulf of Gabes (Tunisia). The studied systems are characterized by different levels of anthropogenic 

pressures, distinct biogeochemical features and spatial extents (Figure 1). 

 

 

Figure 1. Map of the study sites  

 

 

SCIENTIFIC STRATEGY 

The proposed strategy merges different approaches that were previously used during the first phase of 

MERMEX in the northwestern Mediterranean Sea.  

An integrated experiment combining observation, experimental work and modeling will take place in the coastal 

area. These studies rely on the following strategies: 

 The simultaneous combination of a number of short-medium and long-term observational resources 

(such as fast deploying zodiac-type vessels, coastal vessels, moorings, gliders, profilers and satellite…) 

in order to investigate the key physical and biogeochemical, biological parameters and compartments 

impacting the contaminant transfers, especially during and after intense events (from a few days to 

weeks after an event). 

 The development of experimental work and dedicated field sampling in order to assess processes, 

related kinetics and speciation of selected contaminants. This will notably include the study of 

contaminants transfer and exchanges through the different compartments (water/sediment/biota up to 

secondary trophic level small pelagic fish and targeted demersal/benthic species); 

 The implementation, validation and improvement of physical, biogeochemical, chemical, sedimentary 

and ecological/ecosystem (including the associated contaminant transfers) coupled or 

connected/interfaced numerical models. 

 Statistical and numerical modeling using physical, chemical and biological data will be interactively 

used to better characterize habitats, their abiotic and biotic components and related biological 

assemblages. The influence of contaminants on the distribution and abundance variation of species in 

these habitats will be assessed. The study of selected types of specific Mediterranean ecosystems across 

west-central transects will be undertaken, (i) on one hand, offering contrasted characteristics and 

processes, in terms of chemical multi-contamination (source/nature/amplitude…), ecosystems and 

hydrodynamic constraints, and (ii) on the other hand, benefiting from relatively wide existing 

knowledge and collaborative partnership and facilities.  
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CALENDAR AND IMPLEMENTION 

 

 

 

The 2 scientific tasks of the MERITE project are described below. 

 

Task 1. To study contamination processes in urbanized bays. 

This task will allow a unique implementation to study at high time resolution the kinetics of chemical 

contaminants transfer through the biotic and abiotic components after well identified (and anticipated) intense 

events. This will be made possible by the capacity to mobilize coordinated forces of the involved laboratories 

and to quickly deploy its sampling task forces during the intense events. 

These intense events inducing large contamination inputs will be: (1) contaminated sediment resuspension, 

resulting either from natural (wind/storm) or human-driven action (e.g. dredging or large boat manoeuvre or 

trawling - Toulon and Sfax Bays), (2) urban agglomeration effluents discharge, either from natural rivers or 

sewerage network, draining the domestic and industrial wastewater (Marseille: Huveaune and Aygalades Rivers, 

Cortiou / ALTEO Industry outfall in the Cassidaigne canyon; SIAPE Industry outfall and flash floods outfall in 

Sfax Bays). 

The overall observation strategy will consist in using contaminant concentrations database from MERMEX 

phase 1 and monitoring the response of similar abiotic and biotic compartments in the different contrasted sites, 

using similar techniques and analytical methods, even if the followed contaminants will be specific to the 

different coastal urban sites. The contaminants concentrations and chemical speciation will be characterized in 

the water column and the sediment (including anoxic, anaerobic parts). For the biotic components (1) planktonic 

food web (including prokaryotes, phytoplankton, micro to macro zooplankton) up to their planktivorous 

predators (jellyfish or/and planktivorous fish) and (2) benthic communities (macrophytes, invertebrates, 

microbial community, benthic fish) will be studied. Experimental devices will be set up in the laboratories 

facilities accordingly to field campaigns and modeling demands. 

For each urbanized site, a single study will be implemented over a three months observation time with low 

frequency observation (every 2 weeks) before and after the intense events, and high frequency sampling (every 

day) during the 1-2 weeks following the massive inputs in the ecosystem. Ship time of coastal vessel (e.g. R.V. 

Antedon) will be requested over the whole period, with a flexible strategy during the intense events, zodiacs 

(several belonging to the involved institutes) will be used for the sampling implementation after the intense 

events. Similar protocols will be used in all sites including water pumping in the water column, sediment core 

drilling, plankton nets, diving sampling. The choice of chemical compounds will be defined accordingly to (i) 

their occurrence in the area, (ii) the analytical/observation capacities of the involved partners, (iii) their relevance 

from both the geochemical and eco-toxicological point of view, and (iv) the available budget dedicated to the 

MERITE project. 
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Considering obvious limitations in the actual knowledge of the exhaustive list of processes controlling 

contaminants behavior, fate and impact, the physical-biogeochemical-chemical-end to end coupled numerical 

models will be undertaken on a very limited number of chemical compounds (e.g. one inorganic and one organic 

contaminant, if relevant) (Alekseenko et al., 2014).  

  

These activities are particularly at interface with the "Littoral and City" working group of MISTRALS. 

  

Pertinence for the choice of sites and main contaminants: 

 Toulon Bay is a semi-enclosed bay (52 km2) surrounded by a half-million inhabitants agglomeration, 

which presents a significant sediments contamination by metallic (e.g. Ag, Cd, Cu, Hg, Pb, Sn, Zn), 

organo-metallic (e.g. BTs) and organic (e.g. PAH and PCB) compounds, issued both from historical 

events (2nd WW) and recent inputs (e.g. nautical activities). Processes inducing contaminated sediments 

resuspension could be a major threat for the surrounding ecosystem. 

 Marseille Bay is directly impacted by the chemical contamination inflows resulting from (1) the urban 

agglomeration including discharges of the sewerage network, which drains the domestic and industrial 

wastewaters, and semi artificial water courses and untreated storm water drain outlets, (2) the Rhone 

River inflows and (3) the ALTEO industrial outfall in the Cassidaigne canyon. The different outfalls 

and urban rivers release both organic and metallic contaminants. 

 Sfax Bay is the largest industrial and commercial city harbor of south Tunisia, situated in the north 

coast of the Gulf of Gabes, covering around 150 km2 and near half million inhabitants. It is a major 

fishing harbor in Tunisia in terms of landings and employments. The main industrial activities are the 

artificial fertilizer production by SIAPE, the largest phosphate company. Organic and metallic 

contaminants are linked with phosphogypse outfalls. 

  

Task 2. To study contaminated fishing grounds. 

The general objective of this task will be a better understanding of exploited fish contamination. This implies 

assessments of contaminants transport from their sources to the fishing grounds habitats and subsequent 

contaminants uptake by the primary trophic levels and their transfer along biota food webs. The understanding of 

the relation between habitats characterization and functioning and contamination levels will be also assessed. 

In the important selected commercial industrial fishing grounds in the Western and Central Mediterranean (such 

as Gulf of Lion shelf, Gabes Gulf shelf) the inputs of organic and metallic contaminants may be high and long-

lasting (large riverine discharges, urban and direct littoral release and atmospheric fallout). Fundamental 

ecological questions are related with potential impacts of these anthropogenic pressures. This refers to the 

understanding of what and how natural and anthropic environmental forcing drives and affects fishing grounds 

habitats and their good ecological status in the Western and Central Mediterranean Sea. It is relevant for socio-

economic issues regarding fisheries, biological resources and sanitary questions. This broad and ambitious field 

of investigation will be approached by a multidisciplinary consortium of scientists working together on 

observation and modeling in the “fishing grounds” task, which will be built on two components: i) by defining 

biological habitats and ii) by defining physical transport, transformation and fates of materials. 

 

Biological habitats component 

Specific objectives and approaches: The specific objectives of the biological habitats component consist in 

gaining a better understanding of functional dynamics of food web structures focused on targeted species (in 

both pelagic and benthic compartments) and their interactions with their physical and trophic habitats and a 

better identification of contaminant trophic pathways in short pelagic and benthic food webs. The spatial 

implementation of this part refers to the pertinent scales of fishing areas in the Gulf of Lion in the Western 

Mediterranean and in the Gulf of Gabes in the Central Mediterranean. The work is divided into two phases: in 

the first phase acquisition of additional new data obtained by targeted sampling cruise on the selected fishing 

ground habitats, and in the second phase workshops and historical existing database examination.   

New data acquisition and targeted cruise: The acquisition of new data will principally focus on gaining pertinent 

information for modeling of contaminants trophic transfer including coherent data sets on the processes 

controlling such transfer and contaminants concentrations in key biota and geochemical compartments. The 

focus will be given on how plankton (including bacterioplankton) may interact with contaminants and how these 

biological loops may enhance the bioaccumulation of contaminants and enrich the base of food webs up to the 

planktivorous small pelagic fish. Characteristics of biological structures (e.g.: plankton and micronekton biomass 

size spectrum, stable isotope signatures δ15N and δ13C, changes in elemental stoichiometric composition, 
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pigments composition, flux cytometry and communities structures, fatty acid profiles…) will be used to better 

constrain “diet” sources and to determine bioaccumulation pathways, trophic gradients and biogeochemical 

conditions in which contaminants are taken up by plankton and small pelagic fish. The activities will be 

implemented at two temporal scales: first concerning targeted surveys during short periods (2-3 weeks) before 

and during plankton blooms organized with medium-size RV in the characteristic habitats of small pelagic fish 

(in the Gulf of Lion) and before and after spawning periods (anchovy) taking advantage of regular fisheries 

surveys (MEDITS/PELMED); and second concerning seasonal sampling conducted during two years survey 

mainly at two sites: Marseille bay and La Ciotat - national Calanques Parc, giving mainly emphasis on plankton-

fish trophic interactions related to qualitative and quantitative seasonal changes of plankton communities. 

Historical and new database analysis: Statistical and numerical modeling using physical, chemical and 

biological data will be interactively used to better characterize habitat of key fish populations. Based on new 

information on food resources distributions (in space and time) and trophic interactions between target fish 

populations and their resources, fish conditions modeled with DEB models will be simulated, and compared to 

observations, in relation to changing environmental conditions in these habitats. Furthermore, we also propose to 

advance towards a mechanistic understanding of the Gulf of Lion marine food webs. This work will be based on 

the experienced gained from the recent study conducted in the PERSEUS project. The morphological traits-

based approach to construct functional groups of fish species in the Mediterranean Sea and the relative changes 

in functional group biomasses across 12 Mediterranean areas over the last two decades were conducted and 

investigated. These results show that Mediterranean fish communities changed over the studied period as a result 

of environmental and anthropogenic drivers (nitrates, temperature and fishing pressure). Regional patterns of 

biomass changes were identified, notably in the Gulf of Lion where for half of the functional groups the biomass 

decreased. On the base of these results the advances towards a mechanistic understanding of marine food webs 

will be now achieved by refining the functional group characterization and developing specialized food web 

representations, e.g. for coastal areas and the continental slope in the Gulf of Lion. Special attention will be 

given to the analysis of food web structures and inter-species interaction dynamics within functional groups. 

Using contaminants data from previous project and relationships with stable isotopes, we will address the 

spreading of contaminants within the different food webs. Such analyses should help identifying the main 

trophic pathways of contaminants in different parts of the gulf of Lion. Furthermore, the use of the MARS3D 

and ECO3M models conducted earlier (ANR COSTAS project) allow to explore the fate of contaminants in the 

different ecological compartments as well as their seasonal and inter-annual variability which may reflect the 

occurrence frequency of particular weather events. Hydrological and biogeochemical (including contaminants) 

indices may be produced and integrated over relevant spatio-temporal scales for both benthic and pelagic 

compartments in particular for vertebrates and benthic megafauna.  Using habitat modeling (a spatio-temporal 

correlative approach using statistical models such as GLM, GAM or quantile regression), the spatial distribution 

of exploited species (fish, benthic invertebrates, cephalopods, assemblages) will be linked to environmental 

factors and those thought to control the species distribution will be identified. The importance of contaminants 

on the distribution and abundance variation of these species may be studied. This approach may be completed by 

the use of biomarkers on two or three exploited model species (benthic, demersal and pelagic for example). 

These markers could be chosen to detect organisms’ physiological stress in relation to their abiotic environment 

and the presence of contaminants and constitute a measure of fishing grounds habitat quality. 

 

Space- time dynamics component: from sources to fishing grounds 

Specific objective and approaches: The specific objective will be to improve our knowledge and our ability to 

model the transport and transformation of particulate matter, carbon, nutrients and associated contaminants from 

rivers to outlets of the coastal environment toward the open sea in the northwestern Mediterranean. 

Complementary to the habitat process studies, the temporal and spatial dynamics of both the particles associated 

with contaminants and the marine ecosystem from end to end is targeted at the scale of the Gulf of Lion. 

The goal is to gather over an annual cycle the information necessary to calibrate the models in order to simulate 

the transport of matter and contaminants that have an affinity for particles, with an emphasis on intense events 

during which strong pelagic benthic exchanges occur, and the main functional groups of the first trophic levels 

from bacteria to mesozooplankton. The aim is to finally assess the transfer of selected contaminants along the 

trophic chain.  

Floods of the Rhône River and flash floods of the smaller rivers are known to discharge to the coastal ocean in a 

few days the major part of the annual amount of particulate matter and contaminants. At the other end of the 

continuum, canyons located at the southwest of the Gulf of Lion are, during intense events (storms and 

cascading), export pathways to the open ocean for considerable amounts of matter. Between sources and exports, 

the transport mechanisms, the time constants associated to the deposition and the suspension phases, the 
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associated transformations (mineralization-production for carbon and nutrients, adsorption-desorption of 

contaminants, diagenetic transformation in surficial sediments,…) are poorly constrained mainly because of the 

difficulties to maintain instruments in these regions. Besides, the understanding and ultimately the modeling of 

the interactions between contaminants and the trophic chain needs a description of the marine ecosystem from 

end to end. The approach is to get benefits from innovative technologies coupled to traditional sampling and 

satellite observation to bridge the gap identified in the transfer and transformation of matter in the coastal zone 

and therefore to gather a data set allowing to gain realistic models including physical, biogeochemical and 

biological processes and dealing properly with the interactions between dissolved/particulate and 

mineral/organic phases as well as water column and sediment. 

The activities are interlinked with other projects and at interface with MISTRALS components of continent/sea 

interface (mainly SICMED and HYMEX MISTRALS programs, and SEDILION project). 

New data acquisition: To study the seasonal cycle a one-year observation period will be based on the SOMLIT-

like monitoring that will be enhanced by biologic observations (microscopy, cytometry, HPLC, Zooscan) at the 

Bessète site (in front of Sète) and high frequency observations of T, S, O2, fluorescence and turbidity operated at 

the Bessète, MesuRho (in front of the Rhône mouth) and POEM (in front of the Têt mouth) sites. The 

observations on the shelf and slope waters will rely on autonomous platforms (especially gliders transects) 

equipped with T, S, O2, fluorescence, turbidity sensors, and an ADCP (developed in the framework of the ANR 

MATUGLI), together with benthic stations equipped with ADCP and CTDs. One large multidisciplinary cruise 

will be carried out ideally during the March bloom and dedicated to the organization of the ecosystem in relation 

with continuous hydrologic, sediment and biogeochemical measurements along cross shelf transects and along 

the mean path of the Rhone freshwater.  

The modeling part will be based on the coupling/interfacing of hydrodynamic, sediment, contaminants and 

biogeochemical models. On-going studies aiming at understanding the impact of the planktonic resource on 

pelagic fish recruitment will be pursued outside MERMEX ensuring the end to end integration of our project. 

Finally these models upgraded for the coastal zone will be able to provide fluxes of matter to the deep 

environment, and hence bridging the gap between the coastal and deep environments should allow tracking the 

chemicals (C, N, P, some contaminants) throughout the Mediterranean basin. 

 

 

INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATIONS 

MERITE provides a general framework and the opportunity for collaborative work to be developed in other pilot 

urbanized and fishing areas of middle/eastern Mediterranean and Black Sea. The inclusion of western, central 

and eastern pilot areas in the Mediterranean and Black Seas (Gulf of Lion, Gulf of Gabès, Adriatic, northern 

Aegean and Danube shelf) will on the short-term provide the needed dimension for federating international 

projects sharing same objectives. 

The Sfax Bay/Gulf of Gabes region will allow setting up an action of international dimension by fostering 

collaboration with Tunisian partners (CBS, FSB,…), enabling the integration of competences, supports, and 

implementation means. Additionally, a Croatian partner is developing similar approach in the Krka Estuary 

(Adriatic Sea), which will be interlinked with MERITE. Fishing grounds habitats in the Athens/Saronikos Gulf 

and Constanta/Danube area in the Black Sea will be studied with MERITE similar approaches through 

collaborative work carried out with external partners (HCMR and NIMRD).  
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6.  PROCESS STUDIES AT THE AIR-SEA INTERFACE AFTER DUST DEPOSITION IN 

THE MEDITERRANEAN (PEACETIME) - A MERMEX-CHARMEX PROJECT 
 

RESPONSIBLES 

Cecile Guieu (LOV, Villefranche/mer) and Karine Desboeufs (LISA, Paris) 

 

DOCUMENT LOG 

Project Ranked ‘priority 1’ by CNFH in 2014. Cruise scheduled in May 2017 on R/V Pourquoi Pas?  

Pre-selected by ANR (March 2015), but was not funded. Submitted again in 2016. 

 

PERIOD 

2016 – 2020 

The 4-year project is centered both on a cruise in the central Mediterranean Sea (planned in May 2017 when 

strong dust deposition events usually occur) and on strong modeling developments (from 0-D to 3-D). 

On-going work: Experimental developments to setup the embarkable version of the minicosms (MISTRALS 

funding 2015). Three thesis are on-going: (1) modeling the impacts of atmospheric dust deposition on the 

biogeochemical cycles in the Mediterranean Sea (LSCE), (2) Stoichiometry of DOM linked to atmospheric 

deposition (MIO), and (3) atmospheric deposition (LISA). 

 

PARTICIPANTS 

A total of ~ 80 scientists from 16 French labs and 12 abroad. 

French Participants:  LOV (Villefranche/mer), LOMIC (Banyuls/mer), AD2M, Station Biologique Roscoff; 

LISA (Paris), LOCEAN (Paris), LSCE (Gif-sur-Yvette); MIO (Marseille); LAMP (Clermont-Ferrand); LA 

(Toulouse), CNRM-GAME (Toulouse); ENSTA; LPC2E; Universite du Littoral; SEDOO; DT-INSU  

Foreign Participants : Univ. Maine (USA); ENEA (Italy); ISAC-CNR (Italy); GEOMAR (Germany); Univ. 

Dalhousie (Canada), ENSSMAL (Algeria); CDER (Algeria); Univ. Vigo (Spain); CSIC-ICM (Spain); CSIC-

ICMAN (Spain); Univ. Galway (Irland); PML (United Kingdom) 

 

RATIONALES 

Understanding the exchange of energy, gas and particles at the ocean–atmosphere interface is critical for the 

development of robust projections of future climate change and its consequences on marine ecosystems and the 

services they provide to society. PEACETIME is instrumental in tackling such challenges on air-sea interaction 

in an area considered as a hot-spot for biodiversity but also a hotspot for climate change and anthropogenic 

pressure: the Mediterranean Sea. Indeed, the evolution of climate conditions, i.e. changes in the rain regime and 

increase in temperature, and increase in the occurrence of heat waves, clearly indicate a dryer and warmer 

climate in the Mediterranean region (e.g. Déqué, 2007). On-going and future anthropogenic and global changes, 

both increasing atmospheric emissions (nitrogen for ex., Duce et al., 2008) and modifying in situ marine 

conditions (stratification, temperature, pH) may induce changes in atmospheric deposition fluxes/turn over time 

in the surface mixed layer and in the stoichiometry of the ‘new nutrients’ coming from the atmosphere. Profound 

changes can be expected that will likely result in changes in both biodiversity and microorganism adaptive 

strategies to compete for nutrients (e.g. Guieu et al., 2014a). In this context, there is a strong need to improve 

understanding of the relevant processes at the scale of a small ocean such as the Mediterranean Sea in order to 

predict changes in ecosystems functioning, which obviously influence the cycles of major biogenic elements, 

biodiversity, productivity in the ocean, atmospheric CO2 uptake, fisheries that ultimately have socio-economic 

impacts. 

Our understanding of the exchange of energy, gas and particles at the ocean–atmosphere interface has advanced 

rapidly over the past decade but we remain unable to adequately parameterize fundamental controlling processes 

as identified in the new research strategies of the international Surface Ocean–Lower Atmosphere Study group 

(SOLAS; Law et al., 2013). A critical bottleneck is the parameterization and representation of the key processes 

brought into play by atmospheric deposition in Low Nutrient Low Chlorophyll (LNLC) regions such as the 

Mediterranean Sea where the ecosystem functioning may be modulated by pulsed atmospheric inputs (Guieu et 
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al., 2014b). Indeed, the Mediterranean Sea is a typical LNLC region particularly well adapted to assess the role 

of ocean–atmosphere exchanges of particles and gases on marine biogeochemical cycles. Previous works 

(mainly published by the PEACETIME consortium - more than 200 papers published since 2010 related to 

PEACETIME topics) have shown that this region is characterized by (1) high aerosol concentrations and strong 

atmospheric deposition, (2) atmospheric inputs that are the main external source of nutrients during summer and 

likely significantly impact biological processes, (3) unknown aerosol production from the sea surface and (4) 

strong  on-going  environmental  changes such as increase in temperature and decrease in pH.  

Thus, 1) proximity and diversity of the sources of aerosols emission, 2) a long warm season characterized by a 

stratified water column, 3) low primary productivity, 4) nutrient limitation and high aerosol concentrations and 

deposition, and finally 5) the vulnerability of atmospheric inputs to global and regional anthropogenic changes 

makes the Mediterranean Sea an excellent natural laboratory to study the forcing of atmospheric deposition on 

ecosystem functioning and their feedbacks on the atmosphere and climate. 

 

OBJECTIVES 

The PEACETIME project aims at extensively studying and parameterizing the chain of processes occurring in 

the Mediterranean Sea after atmospheric deposition, especially of Saharan dust, and to put them in perspective of 

on-going environmental changes. More specifically, PEACETIME aims at assessing: 

 the contribution of atmospheric deposition to nutrient concentrations and budgets in the Mediterranean 

Sea, 

 the impact of atmospheric deposition on biogeochemical processes and fluxes in various trophic 

regimes and various climate conditions, 

 the impact of aerosol deposition and marine aerosols emission on optical properties above and below 

the air-sea interface, 

 the improvement of the representation of atmospheric deposition, its nutrient inputs and impacts on 

biogeochemistry at the process scale and at the basin scale using regional high resolution atmospheric 

and marine biogeochemical modeling of the Mediterranean basin. 

 

SCIENTIFIC STRATEGY 

PEACETIME strategy is two-fold: (1) a cruise in the central Mediterranean Sea in May when strong dust 

deposition events usually occur and stratification is established, (2) substantial atmospheric and oceanic 

modeling developments (from 0D to 3-D). It must be noted that our request of the research vessel Pourquoi Pas? 

for the cruise in May 2017 has been ranked ‘priority 1’ by the French Commission Nationale de la Flotte 

Hauturière (CNFH), securing the funding of the ship and of on-board scientists daily expenses. 

The 5 scientific tasks of the PEAcEtIME project are shortly described below.  

 

Task 1. To quantify the contribution of the atmospheric deposition to marine nutrient concentrations and 

budgets.  

Precise and accurate in situ nutrient measurements will allow us to obtain accurate turnover times relative to 

atmospheric deposition in the surface mixed layer. Besides classical macro- (N and P) and micro-nutrients (Fe), 

a number of other trace elements (including metals contaminants) will be measured. We will study changes in 

the chemical composition of aerosol particles during their transfer from the lower atmosphere to the surface 

ocean taking into account the role of dissolved organic matter in the particles dynamics. This will allow a better 

understanding of processes such as release/scavenging that rule the bioavailability/toxicity of trace elements in 

the surface ocean. The role of the sea surface micro-layer on the dynamics of atmospheric trace elements will be 

explored taking into consideration organic components. The role of turbulence in the mixed layer on the fate of 

deposited atmospheric particles will also be explored by microstructure measurements in the mixed layer. 

 

Task 2. To describe the impact of atmospheric deposition on biogeochemical processes and fluxes in various 

trophic regimes.  

Evolution of biomass, fluxes and diversity (from viruses to zooplankton) will be followed to describe how the 

new nutrients released from atmospheric particles are used by the plankton community, including possible 

competition between groups and resulting impact on nutrient and C cycles. Since the stimulation of plankton 
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activities also has an impact on the marine emissions to the atmosphere, marine particulate and gaseous flux 

measurements to the atmosphere will be quantified and characterized as a function of the seawater 

biogeochemistry. All those parameters will be followed: 

 in situ in relation to the simultaneous characterization of atmospheric composition. Besides intensive 

measurements at the surface, below the mixed layer, original coupled approaches (underwater video 

profiler, marine snow catcher, regular and specific sediment traps, in situ sampling using High 

Pressures Bottles and particles sinking simulation experiments) will allow linking the processes related 

to atmospheric deposition occurring in the euphotic zone with the remineralisation and the export below 

 via distinct controlled perturbation experiments that will be conducted under different climate change 

scenarios (change in pH and temperature) to test whether or not acidification and warming will 

exacerbate the impacts of nutrient addition from dust deposition. Artificial dust seeding on 300-liter 

minicosms will be performed at 3 sites representing 3 main biogeochemical regions of the MS 

(Reygondeau et al., in rev and figure 1). 

 

Task 3. To observe the impact of aerosol deposition and marine aerosols emission on optical properties above 

and below the air-sea interface.  

In situ optical measurements will be performed in the solar spectrum both above and below the air-sea interface 

in order to assess both the dimming effect due to atmospheric aerosol particles suspension and the optical 

properties of marine aerosols. Characterizing the optical variability in the study region will improve our 

understanding of proved bio-optical anomalies in the MS (Claustre et al., 2002). Coupling those measurements 

with chemical and biological measurements will allow us to better characterize the dynamics of the particles 

(including aggregation and ballast effect) and the spatial variability (both vertically and horizontally) of the 

atmospheric impacts on this dynamics. Remote sensing will be used on a more synoptic approach to evaluate the 

impact of the deposition on the diversity of phytoplankton. 

 

Task 4. To track a Saharan event and study its impact on atmosphere and marine compartment.  

PEACETIME includes a Fast Action strategy to enable us to route the ship towards an area of forecasted dust 

deposition event in order to tentatively document the respective roles of deposition and ocean dynamics. The 

cruise track and strategy will be adapted in case a Saharan dust event is forecasted. It is the lynchpin of our 

whole strategy. It is a very original and challenging approach, which, if successful, should provide exceptional 

results. This Fast Action Group will work on defining the timing and the sampling strategy to be adopted based 

on near-real time aerosol remote sensing products and aerosol model forecasts. PEACETIME will benefit from 

an operational campaign center facilities (the PEACETIME Operation CEntre or POCE) organized within 

MISTRALS at OMP/SEDOO, following what has successfully been performed during CHARMEX and 

HYMEX campaigns (http://choc.sedoo.fr/ and http://hoc.sedoo.fr/, respectively). The goal is to position the ship 

in the center of the area of dust deposition, at least one day (24 hours) before the event and to sample the water 

column before the deposition, collect and characterize the Saharan dust deposition event, and perform the long 

station type of measurements. 

 

Task 5. To accurately represent atmospheric deposition and biogeochemical processes in ocean models.  

The experimental work planned in Tasks 1-3 will provide detailed qualitative and quantitative information on the 

processes induced by dust deposition events in the upper ocean. That information will be used to develop an 

improved description of these biogeochemical and physical processes in the PISCES biogeochemical model. The 

latest version of the PISCES model will be used as a starting point. This new model configuration will be tested 

in 0D and 1D test beds, which can be considered similar to the minicosm perturbation experiments for present 

and future climate conditions. A special attention will be given to the fate of the dust particles once deposited at 

the surface (dissolution, scavenging and aggregation). By performing a careful and thorough validation of the 

model developments using a numerical setup as similar as possible to the experiments, we expect to achieve a 

robust and consistent description of the processes occurring after deposition of particles at the ocean surface and 

investigate its sensitivity to changes in climate conditions. Regional high resolution modeling (1/12°) of the 

global MS with the coupled dynamical-biogeochemical model NEMO-Med12/PISCES will be performed, using 

deposition fields from regional atmospheric chemistry-transport models of aerosols (CHIMERE). We will 

provide a revisited estimation of the global budget of nutrients and trace elements in the basin, and particularly 

examine the contribution of atmospheric dust deposition and its impact on the biogeochemistry and export of 

matter. Implementing this component represents an undeniable progress for our modeling platform, since at the 
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moment this influential atmospheric supply has never been taken into account in present future (IPCC) climate 

simulation of the MS. 

 

Task 6. Outreach and Communication.  

Making science accessible to the general public, the young ones in particular, is a major goal of PEACETIME. 

Building upon the outreach project and web platform "mon océan & moi" (monoceanetmoi.com), we will bring 

to schoolchildren the PEACETIME science. We propose to develop science based-content focused on 

biogeochemical impacts of desert dust with dedicated resources. Within "mon océan & moi", the initiative 

"adopt a float" invites schoolchildren to adopt an autonomous profiling float, follow its journey across the ocean, 

interpret its measurements and share experiences with scientists and other students. We will establish a twinning 

between two school classes in Algeria and in France to "adopt a float" activities. The students will also get 

involved through a website/blog dedicated to PEACETIME. This website will enable the students to 

communicate with the scientific team during the field cruise, and the wider public to discover the PEAcEtIME 

project’s life and the backstage of a great expedition. Outreach also includes the realization of several short 

video clips during the cruise, a 52-min film for TV and a blog 

 

The essential of the task 1-4 will take place during a 33 days cruise in the central part of the Mediterranean Sea 

scheduled in May 2017 (Figure 3). The chosen period of May (with a possible window 15 April -15 June) is very 

important and cannot be changed. Indeed this was motivated by the concomitance at this period of: 

 the high probability of a Saharan dust event in that region, often associated with wet deposition (e.g. 

Loÿe-Pilot et al., 1986; Bergametti et al., 1989), 

 the well-established stratification all over the basin (D’ortenzio et al., 2005),  

 and an important gradient in trophic regimes in this area (Bosc et al., 2004). 

Even if a Saharan event were not observed and sampled in situ, the campaign will be carried out including 

ecosystem response, biogenic aerosol and precursor gas emissions and ecosystems response in contrasted trophic 

conditions to an artificial dust seeding. The scientific program is based on the characterization of chemical, 

biological and physical (with a strong focus on optics) properties of the atmosphere, the microlayer, the mixed 

layer and the deep waters during the cruise. This exploration will be conducted based on various types of 

samplings: continuous, short and long stations.  

 

 
 

Figure 1: Transect of the PEACETIME cruise. On the right,the transect is superimposed to the spatial 

distribution of the Mediterranean biogeochemical regions of the epipelagic domain (Reygondeau et al., in rev.). 

Each is characterized by different types of environmental conditions encountered by the marine organisms: from 

the 12 biogeochemical regions identified, the PEACETIME cruise will study the most representative. 

 

The scientific program is based on the characterization of chemical, biological and physical (with a strong focus 

on optics) properties of the atmosphere, the surface microlayer, the mixed layer and the deep waters during the 

cruise. This exploration will be conducted based on various types of samplings: continuous (both atmosphere 

and ocean), short and long stations.  

 

The strategy about modeling is based on the coupling between (i) an atmospheric chemistry-transport model 

CHIMERE (Menut et al., 2013) updated with a parameterization on nutrient solubility validated from long term 

deposition database acquired in the framework of MISTRALS (WP5 CHARMEX) and (ii) the integrated 

http://www.monoceanetmoi.com/web/index.php/fr/
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biogeochemical model NEMO-MED12/PISCES including the  improvements on PISCES achieved during the 

project on the fate of atmospheric particles, as summarized in the Figure 2. 

 

 
 

Figure 2 : Scheme of modeling interaction designed for task 5. 

 

CALENDAR AND IMPLEMENTATION 

Main activities to be conducted in each of the 6 tasks are represented in the Figure 3. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Schedule for PEACETIME. To be noted: a preliminary phase of work has been funded in 2015 to 

develop the minicosms methodology. Tests will be performed in July 2016 in Villefranche/Mer 

 

 

NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL CONTEXT 

At the national level, in addition to MISTRALS, PEACETIME is of interest to the CNES TOSCA program since 

it will provide a data set of optical atmospheric and marine properties from the remote Mediterranean that are 

useful for the validation of spaceborne products. PEACETIME is also linked to the DIADEME project (PI: C. 
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Ridame, Co-PI: K. Desboeufs), funded by LEFE/CYBER-CHAT for 2015 which the goal of this project is to 

determine trace metals (other than Fe) released by Saharan dust which control N2 fixing activity. 

At the international level: One of the major lessons learned over the past decade of research is that the evolution 

of climate and global environmental quality over the next century is intimately linked to air-sea fluxes. 

Interdisciplinary approaches such as those proposed in PEACETIME is directly in the scope of the international 

programs: SOLAS (Surface Ocean Lower Atmosphere Study: http://solas-int.org/) or GEOTRACES 

http://www.geotraces.org/). More specifically, the sensitivity of marine biogeochemical cycles and ecosystems to 

external forcing such as atmospheric inputs, that will be studied in PEACETIME is relevant to the international 

project IMBER. PEACETIME has received support from SOLAS and IMBER and was also endorsed by 

GEOTRACES as a process-study. Both SOLAS and IMBER are now under the umbrella of Future Earth. 

Other links to international community projects and observation concern near-real time products on aerosols 

(AERONET, MSG/SEVIRI, MODIS) based on the ICARE data center and facilities that PEACETIME will use. 

PEACETIME will also contribute providing data to the Maritime Aerosol Network (MAN) of AERONET. 

PEACETIME will intensively use altimetry and ocean color satellite products (MODIS, AVISO) in order to i) 

guide the adaptive, Lagrangian sampling strategy for in situ process study and ii) to provide insights into the 

spatial and temporal variability of the physical and biogeochemical characteristics of the surrounding waters of 

the cruise. In return, the field campaign will provide to the satellite oceanography community new in situ data 

(relative dispersion based on drifter release, detailed thermohaline structure and fluorescence distribution in the 

surface layer) for satellite calibration/validation. 
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7. PELAGIC ECOSYSTEM RESPONSE TO DENSE WATER FORMATION IN THE LEVANT 

EXPERIMENT (PERLE) - A MERMEX-HYMEX PROJECT  

 

RESPONSIBLES 

Fabrizio d’Ortenzio (LOV, Villefranche/mer) and Pascal Conan (LOMIC, Banyuls/mer) 

 

PERIOD 

2016 – 2020 

 

The 4-year project is centered both on a series of cruise in the eastern Mediterranean Sea (planned in 2018 in 

collaboration with eastern Mediterranean partners) and on strong modeling developments. 

 

PARTICIPANTS 

A total of ~ 50 scientists from 7 French labs and 7 abroad. 

French Participants: LOV (Villefranche/mer); MIO (Marseille); LOMIC (Banyuls/mer); LSCE (Gif/Yvette); 

LOCEAN (Paris); CEFREM (Perpignan); LA (Toulouse). 

French Collaborators : SEDOO; DT-INSU  

Foreign Participants having declared interest on the project (see annex to have exchanged mails): OGS ( Italy); 

HCMR (Greece); METU (Turkey); IOLR (Israel); Hebrew Univ. (Israel); UOC (Cyprus); CNRSL (Lebanon); 

IKI/RAS (Russia)  

 

RATIONALES 

The Mediterranean is characterized by two major thermohaline cells that steer the circulations of the western 

basin (with the deep water formation in the Gulf of Lion) and of the eastern basin (with the deep water formation 

in the Adriatic and Aegean Seas). These two cells are connected by a third thermohaline cell, which unlike the 

previous ones concern the entire Mediterranean. It is driven by the formation of Levantine Intermediate Water 

(i.e. between 300 and 450 m depth) in a geographical region between Rhodos and the Middle East coast. 

Following its formation, the LIW flows westwards, enters the Ionian through the Cretan Passage where it can 

split into two branches (according to the circulation regime of the northern Ionian), one flowing northward 

towards the Adriatic Sea, and the other one flowing westwards to reach the Sicily Channel. A similar bifurcation 

occurs after passing the Sicily Channel in the Western Mediterranean where the two branches of LIW flow 

northwards to reach the Ligurian Sea (Bosse et al., 2015), and then westwards along the northwestern basin. The 

two branches rejoin in the Alboran Sea (Font et al., 1998), and a variable fraction of LIW escapes the 

Mediterranean through the Strait of Gibraltar. Its transit into the Atlantic (with so-called meddies) is easily 

identifiable and seems participate in the salt intake necessary to force the deep convection in the North Atlantic.  

The LIW is probably one of the most crucial water mass of the Mediterranean: it plays a key role in the deep 

convection both in North Western Mediterranean and in South Adriatic, it contributes to the hydrodynamic 

exchanges in straits (Sicily and Gibraltar), it fills nearly all the intermediate layers of the Eastern basin, those 

where nutrients are most easily remobilized under the action of physical mixing (even if limited). It is well 

known that the hydrological and biogeochemical characteristics of Mediterranean deep water depend upon the 

surface water mass present during the winter mixing phase, but they also reflect the change in the properties of 

the eastern water masses, with an estimated delay of about 30 years (transit time from eastern to western basin) 

(Millot, 2009; Millot et al., 2006). Hence, the LIW is THE water mass that contributes to most of the sub-surface 

water and salt transport between the eastern and western basins of the Mediterranean. Moreover it appears to be 

prone to vertical exchanges with the surface layer in the Eastern basin, and therefore able to supply nutrients to 

the photic layer and support a significant fraction of the primary production. 

Most of our knowledge about LIW derived from an intense effort of the POEM (an international cooperative 

effort) and the GOIN (an initiative of the former USSR) observation projects conducted during the mid-80s-mid-

90s. Both projects elucidated many of the phenomenological and theoretical questions concerning the Eastern 

Mediterranean circulation (Gertmann et al., 1994; Malanotte-Rizzoli et al., 1997; Ozsoy et al., 1993; Popov, 

1991; Robinson and Golnaraghi, 1995; Robinson et al., 1992; Özsoy et al., 1989). Nevertheless, many problems 

and questions remain and require further investigation and confirmation. Knowledge and data gaps still exist on 
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its formation mechanism, on its variability, and more importantly in the context of MERMEX, its role in the 

biogeochemical cycles of the basin. Moreover, climatic changes will impact significantly the functioning of the 

ecosystems (Durrieu de Madron et al., 2011).  

Several evidences show however that the role of LIW on the biogeochemical cycles of the whole Mediterranean 

is not negligible. 

(1) The intermediate position of the LIW and its low residence time were posited (Crise et al., 1999; Crispi 

et al., 2001; Moutin and Prieur, 2012; Pujo-Pay et al., 2011) to explain in part the oligotrophic feature 

of Eastern basin. The LIW would act as a kind of "conveyor belt" which, by intercepting the sinking 

organic matter issued from the surface biological production, and transporting it to the west, would 

prevent the formation of deep stock of nutrients. 

(2) The difference between the depths of the nitracline and phosphacline (the former frequently associated 

with thermocline whereas the latter being usually found at greater depths) was suggested to follow a 

strong west-east gradient (Moutin and Raimbault, 2002; Pujo-Pay et al., 2011), to be the first indication 

of the strong phosphate limitation in the eastern basin, and to have important biogeochemical 

consequences (Tanaka et al., 2007). Discrepancies between the depths of nitracline and phosphacline 

increased significantly in the east (Moutin and Raimbault, 2002). This gap between the two nutriclines 

was considered at a maximum of about 50 m in the Western basin (Conan et al., 1999) but reached 

more than 100 m (Pujo-Pay et al., 2011) or 600 m (Ediger and Yilmaz, 1996) in the Levantine basin or 

even 300-400 m in the south-eastern Ionian Sea (Klein et al., 2003). Nevertheless, the use a radioactive 

isotope of phosphorus to quantify change in phosphate availability (Moutin et al., 2012) give similar 

depths for the two first top nutriclines, in complete contradiction with the preliminary findings. The use 

of new nanomolar methods to determine the upper water column nutrient distribution should give a new 

insight of the nutritive conditions in the upper Mediterranean Sea. Furthermore, recent work indicated 

that the top of the phosphacline coincide with the top layer of LIW in the Levantine basin, showing an 

important role of the intermediate water in the shaping of the distribution of nutrient (Van Cappellen et 

al., 2014), role which needs to be further investigated. 

(3) The intermediate layers in the eastern basin are often disrupted by cyclonic or anticyclonic mesoscale 

structures. These structures, which can be permanent (e.g. Iera Petra, Mersa Matruth, Rhodes Gyres) 

(Robinson et al., 2001) or have a more random dynamics (Hamad et al., 2006), were often regarded as 

responsible of the geographically dispersed LIW formation regions (Moutin and Prieur, 2012; Roether 

et al., 1998). The most consensual vision (but the debate remains open because of a chronic lack of 

data) is that these mesoscale structures contribute to the confinement of the surface waters, which 

allows to reach the salinity threshold required for an effective pre-conditioning of the water column 

prior to the formation of LIW. The effect on nutrient concentrations could be similar, inducing local 

increases in concentrations favorable for plankton production. A very recent study using Bio-Argo 

profiling floats (De Fommervault et al., in revision) actually shows that the vertical distribution of 

nitrates in the intermediate layers (including the LIW) is strongly influenced by the presence of 

mesoscale structures. 

(4) Gacic et al. (2011; 2013) showed that the surface buoyancy of the Levantine basin is subject to 

interannual/decadal variability due to the varying circulation regime in the northern Ionian Sea, which is 

responsible for salt distribution through the north/eastwards alternate splitting of the Atlantic and 

Levantine waters. Anyhow, the average atmospheric forcing cannot mix the water column beyond 100-

200 meters deep. This shallow mixing prevents any significant injection of nutrients from the nutrient-

rich LIW to the nutrient-depleted surface layer, because the mixed layer does not extend down to the 

nutriclines. However, ocean color satellite observations show that algal growth episodes can occur in 

spring (D'Ortenzio and d'Alcala, 2009, Mayot et al., submitted). This implies that locally and under 

certain conditions (perhaps related to extreme weather events and/or to the coincidence with mesoscale 

structures) an effective transfer of nutrients to the surface layer is possible. Note also that a basin scale 

alteration of hydrodynamic conditions was observed in the 1990s after the Eastern Mediterranean 

Transient (EMT) event (Klein et al., 2003; Roether and Well, 2001). Indeed, the intrusion of the dense 

Aegean waters in the EMDW has initiated modifications in the hydrology, dynamics, chemical 

structure, and in some biological parameters of the entire basin (Robinson et al., 2001). 

(5) The Mediterranean Sea is known for its anomalous values in nutrient stoichiometry as compared to 

other oceanic provinces (Bethoux and Copin-Montegut, 1988; Krom et al., 2005; Pujo-Pay et al., 2011; 

Ribera d'Alcalà et al., 2003). This anomaly, though frequently explored, still represents an open issue 

for the understanding of the functioning of the Mediterranean Sea (see de Madron et al., 2011). Because 

of the typical scales and morphology of the Mediterranean basins, nutrient ratios and the elemental 
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partitioning in organic matter should depend on, and therefore reveal, the relevant internal processes of 

the sea, thus becoming a powerful tool to reconstruct its internal dynamics. However, in a semi-

enclosed basin such as the EMed, external inputs (i.e. atmospheric deposition, rivers run-off, Suez 

Canal inputs) are also considered relevant to close the nutrients budgets. A constant deep N* value of 

2.11μM (sd = 0.25 μM) was found during the BOUM cruise (Moutin et al., 2012) which remains to be 

explained. It is an N-excess, which was probably not transferred to the deep layer by fast-sinking 

particles, from the surface layers. It means that this N-excess was preexisting in the surface water at the 

time and in the area of deep water formation, before their subduction. Or, it is due to the rapid transfer 

of atmospheric deposits with N:P largely higher than the Rr (Krom et al., 2010). The long-term origin of 

the N-excess in the deep MS waters and its homogeneity in the western and eastern basins needs further 

investigation. 

(6) The eastern basin is characterized by a deeper and higher oxygen minimum layer (OML) than in the 

western basin: the core of the OML in the eastern basin is located below the LIW whereas it is located 

at the LIW depth in the western basin (Tanhua et al. 2013). This difference is mirrored by the nutrient 

maximum layer.  This OML results from the remineralization of the organic matter produced at the 

surface layer and the oxygen supply from the diffusion and advection processes. In the Eastern basin, 

the stronger stratification and the complex morphology seem to limit the spreading of new, dense and 

more oxygenated waters into the deep waters. However, the ventilation process and its impact on the 

deep waters evolution have been poorly observed and need further investigations. 

(7) The microbial loop prevails on the classical food web in the EMed, with a large production of DOM as 

compared to that of POM.  Additionally, the relationship between primary production and prokaryotic 

production clearly shows a significant difference in the functioning of the two basins (Pulido-Villena et 

al., 2012). The data acquired during the first phase of the MISTRALS program (DEWEX operation) 

provided significant advances on the Western Basin, but it is essential today to cover the eastern basin 

with a similar spatial and temporal coverage in order to understand the coupling/uncoupling of the 

productions. 

(8) According to several studies (e.g. Carlson, 1994), DOC contribution to carbon export in the oligotrophic 

regions of the Mediterranean Sea, and especially in the Emed, is of fundamental importance. This has 

also been evidenced through recent modeling (Guyennon et al., 2015). As a consequence, though more 

oligotrophic, the EMed could contribute at least as significantly as the WMed to carbon export at 100m. 

However, the nature (i.e. semi-labile (SLDOC), semi-refractory (SRDOC,...) and eventually the fate of 

these high amounts of DOC produced in the euphotic layer in the Emed have to be further investigated. 

Though maximum above the pycnocline, DOC concentrations are still significant in the 100-500m layer 

in the Emed (around 65 µM at LIW formation site with a mean value of 48 µM over the eastern basin) 

and higher than that of the western basin (mean value of 45 µM) because of DOC import with LIW 

formation. Finally, DOC removal in the core of the LIW is likely due to the microbial mineralization 

and to the export of SLDOC during the LIW travel from the Levantine Basin to the Sicily Channel 

(Santinelli, 2015). Additional DOC data measurements as well as model developments are therefore 

necessary to better characterize the DOC pool in the LIW as well as the DOC fraction which is 

eventually exported and sequestered in the deep layer.  Furthermore, DOC accumulation and possible 

sequestration appears tightly coupled with phosphate availability (Thingstad et al., 1997; Moutin, 2000; 

Van Wambeke et al., 2002; Guyennon et al., 2015). This relationship needs to be further investigated 

both in situ and in modeling studies in order to estimate the real efficiency of carbon sequestration by 

this process in the eastern Med, and particularly in the LIW. 

(9) There is a huge lack of knowledge in the Eastern basin about the role of the prokaryotic communities on 

the regulation of biogeochemical cycles (C, N, P), which may substantially explain the anomalous 

values in nutrient stoichiometry and its relation with primary production. Indeed, numerous studies in 

the Western basin revealed the influence of prokaryotic diversity on the regulation of remineralization 

activities (Pulido-Villena et al., 2012), whereas studies in the eastern basin are scarce. Particular 

attention should be taken on particle-attached prokaryotes diversity and activity, for which role on 

biogeochemical cycles are underestimated and not taken into account in numerical models (Ghiglione et 

al. 2009). In such oligotrophic environments, multiple strategies are used to alleviate phosphorus 

limitation, like sulfolipid synthesis, grazing by chlorophyll-containing nanoflagellates, phosphatase 

alkaline synthesis by both photosynthetic eucaryotes and prokaryotes, photo-heterotrophy, dark nitrogen 

fixation A focus on potential effects of mixotrophy should be investigated, through metatranscriptomic 

studies and flow cytometry cell sorting.   
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All the above indicates that the Levantine area have a critical impact on the whole Mediterranean functioning. It 

highlights also the tremendous data gap, which prevents the verification of the existing theories (see Figure 1 for 

an example of data availability for two core biogeochemical parameters, Chl and NO3). What is particularly 

tricky is that existing theories on the phytoplankton development (i.e. Behrenfeld and Boss, 2014) have only 

marginal applications in the eastern Mediterranean Sea. For the most based on the role of physical forcing, they 

only slightly consider the role of internal biological mechanisms, of the nutrients unbalancing and of the role of 

phytoplankton traits. All these processes, which seem to affect the biogeochemical dynamics in the Levantine 

area more than the “simple” physical forcing (Siokou-Frangou et al., 2010), require a dedicated experimental 

effort. 

 

    

Figure 1. Spatial distribution of Chl-a-Fluorescence (left panel) and Nitrate (right panel) profiles in the 

historical data base (between 1961 and 2010 for NO3, and from 1994 and 2014 for the fluorescence (from 

Lavigne et al. 2013, and Lavezza et al. 2010) 

 

The choice of this experimental site was decided on the basis of new scientific knowledge, such as the definition 

of Mediterranean "eco-regions" or "bio-regions" (Reygondeau et al, 2014). The correspondence, in the 

Mediterranean, of deep and intermediate convection regions like the northwestern Mediterranean, the Adriatic 

Sea and the Rhodos Gyre, with areas of high biological variability, evidences the importance of the study of 

these sites that are crucial for the Mediterranean pelagic ecosystems and have significant gaps in terms of 

observations and understanding of the physical-biogeochemical coupling. After the northwestern Mediterranean 

(studied in the framework of the first phase of Mermex, 2012-13 Dewex Experiment), Adriatic (studied by the 

Italians, 2013-14 ADREX experiment), the Rhodos Gyre (presumed as the main LIW formation region) remains 

the last major site to investigate. 

 

 

OBJECTIVES 

This project aims at determining the role of LIW in the general context of the Mediterranean basin. Specifically, 

it will focus on 

 The characterization of the regions of formation; 

 The description of formation phases (pre-conditioning, formation, and spreading); 

 The description and analysis of its impact on dissolved oxygen, nutrients distribution and planktonic 

production; i.e. what is the role of deep water formation on mass balances and on the structuring of the 

pelagic ecosystem in the Levantine basin?  

 The role of the North Ionian Gyre circulation in the preconditioning of the LIW formation areas; 

 The role of mesoscale processes in the variability of LIW formation; 

 The role of mesoscale processes in the variability of the pelagic ecosystem (planktonic diversity and 

production); i.e. What is the relationship between the organization of the microbial loop (epi- meso- and 

bathy- pelagic layers, phyto- zoo- planktonic functional groups...) and hydrodynamic structures and 

what are the consequences for biogeochemical fluxes and elemental stoichiometry? More specifically, 

what is the origin and fate of organic matter exported by dense water formation process? What 

proportion of the produced DOM is eventually exported in the deep layers and potentially sequestered? 
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SCIENTIFIC STRATEGY 

This strategy is based on two essential approaches: 

 the concentration of all the observation means (cruises, moorings, gliders, profilers, and satellite) of the 

key physical and biogeochemical parameters in an experiment lasting one full annual cycle, and the use 

of longer-term observations from existing (Figure 3) and future1 observation systems; 

 the implementation, validation and improvement of physical-biogeochemical coupled models to 

reproduce the past and new observations, spatially and temporally interpolate the data from the 

experiment, simulate the future on the basis of observations and existing scenarios. 

The two approaches are intimately connected, and form a package in which the observation effort is closely 

related to the needs and modus operandi of the models and, conversely, models are involved in the definition of 

the observing strategy for the operational phase. During the interpretation phase, the experimental and modeling 

approaches also interact and overlap (e.g., models appear to be effective spatial and temporal interpolators). 

 

Task 1. To observe the LIW formation and spreading, and its effect on the nutrient distribution and the 

planktonic ecosystem structuration.  

The proposed field work is an adaptation of the strategy used during 2012-2013 DEWEX experiment in the 

northwestern Mediterranean (carried out in the framework of MERMEX and HYMEX projects), and the 2013-

2014 ADREX experiment in the Adriatic/Ionian seas (carried out by Italians colleagues in the framework of the 

PERSEUS FP7 program) on the impact of dense water formation on pelagic ecosystems. 

We are thus targeting a "temporal" approach (i.e. concentration of observation means in the same area on an 

annual cycle), which will allow to: 

 compare the results of DEWEX and ADREX experiment, with an equivalent experience in the eastern 

Mediterranean, and thus to assess these different trophic systems; 

 refine the modeling tools (including its predictive capacity for future scenarios) both at regional scale, 

as well as at the large (Mediterranean) scale. 

Addressing a region far from the French coasts will increases the logistical constraints, but it will also allow to 

setup an action of international dimension by fostering collaboration with Italian, Greek, Cypriot, Turkish, and 

Israeli scientists, as well as enabling the integration of competences, supports, and implementation means2. 

 

From an observational standpoint the major constraints are :  

 LIW formation appears strongly dependent of pre-conditioning. Although the Rhodes gyre region is 

established as the preferential area of formation, pre-conditioning regions and timing appear less 

understood. Geographically, observations indicate that pre-conditioning occurs in a large area extending 

from Crete to Cyprus, where pre-conditioned LIW was observed. Circulation patterns (though not well 

established) seem to concentrate pre-conditioned LIW in the Rhodes Gyres area, where specific 

atmospheric forcing determines the LIW formation (apparently in a pure 1D framework, see Lascaratos 

and al. 1993, and Lascaratos and Nittis, 1996). After formation, LIW flows westward and its 

circulations patterns are established to occur along the Cretan island. Modifications (by mixing with 

subducted waters of Aegean origin) are however hypothesized at the Cretan and Kithira straits. In the 

Ionian, LIW is relatively well tracked. A large survey of the Levantine basin is required to identify the 

main patterns of circulation of the pre-conditioned LIW. A focus on the Rhodes Gyre region is also 

mandatory. 

 The biogeochemical response at surface (as inferred by satellite data) seems relevant only in the Rhodes 

region (although blooming area is extending southwest in comparison with the supposed LIW formation 

region). The observed bloom is submitted to a strong interannual variability (Mayot et al. submitted), in 

                                                           
1 All the contacted partners of the present proposal are involved in a proposal to respond to a H2020 call addressing the 

Improvement of observing systems and operational oceanography capacities in the Mediterranean. The present project will 

directly benefit from this European initiative, which will start in late 2016/early 2017 and last 4 years.  
2 Most of the following is derived from discussions with the non-French communities during the last months. The present 

implementation plan describes the general philosophy of the operations (which will be carried out in a pan-Mediterranean 

coordination), pointing out the activities which will be directly coordinated in a French framework (Mermex and Hymex). 

The strategy is, however, still under debate and the plan will be finalized in 2016 with the international partners. 
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particular concerning the spatial extent of the surface showing high value of chlorophyll. A specific 

survey on the region exhibiting the surface bloom is also required. 

 The stock of nutrients and the position of sub-surface maximum of biomass appear relatively 

homogenous eastward of the Cretan Island, although recent observations from autonomous platforms 

indicate that a sub-surface variability exists (De Fommervault et al, 2015). Few indications, however, 

exist to elucidate if this variability is driven by the seasonal cycle or by local (i.e. mesoscale) processes. 

A network of autonomous biogeochemical platforms is required to characterize the main characteristics 

of the sub-surface seasonal variability for nutrients and biomass and to infer on the effect of local, small 

scales, influences. 

 

 

Figure 2. The figure shows the positions of the available T/S profiles in the Levantine area. Colors indicate the 

depth of the LIW (obtained by searching the vertical maximum of salinity and temperature; blue color indicates 

deeper values, red color shallow values). Green region delimits the most probable region of LIW formation 

based on the analysis of historical satellite (ocean color) and in situ data (Rémi Rétho, 2015; rapport de césure 

ENSTA-ParisTech). Proposed ship transects are indicated in red. Violet regions indicate the proposed gliders 

operation’s area. 

 

The coordinated strategy is broken down as follows :  

 The whole levantine area, from approximately 24° East to Cyprus Island, should be monitored twice in 

a year. A large scale, physical and biogeochemical, monitoring is required (i.e. stations distanced by 

approximately 200 km). The central point of the network is the dense convection area in the middle of 

the Rhodes Gyres. The surveys should be performed in October/November (2017 and 2018), to infer on 

the pre-conditioned LIW and on the biogeochemical fields (in particular nutrient stocks). Required 

transects are (i) two transects to close the basin on the open frontiers (i.e. Crete-Africa, and along the 

Khitira and Cretan straits), (ii) a long West-East transect, from Cretan to Lebanon coast, crossing the 

central point, and (iii) two North-South transects, one crossing the central point from Turkish coasts up 

to Egyptian coasts, and the other traversing the basin west of Cyprus.  

 The “extended” Rhodes Gyre region should be sampled in February, which is supposed to be the period 

of LIW formation (Nittis and Lascaratos, 1998), and in March, when bloom is episodically observed. 

These surveys are supposed to be at high resolution, in terms of spatial and temporal sampling. 
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 The network of autonomous platforms should be deployed during the first large scale survey, to last for, 

at least, 5 months. BioAgo should be deployed following reappraised satellite bioregions  (Mayot et. al 

submitted). Gliders should operate in priority between Crete, Rhodes and Cyprus islands3. 

 

Task 2. To improve the coupled physical-biogeochemical numerical modeling 

Modeling will be an important component of the project, including the following scientific scopes.  

 A refining of hydrodynamic modeling is required as several uncertainties still subsist on the LIW 

formation mechanisms and regions. Increased resolution, precise bathymetry, re-analyses and 

atmospheric forcing at high temporal resolution are certainly required to better model LIW formation 

and spreading. Compared to the Western Basin, and in particular with the NW part, the hydrodynamic 

conditions are strongly different in the Levantine basin, where the existence of recurrent and permanent 

and semi- permanent mesoscale structures modifies significantly the upper layers dynamics. Moreover, 

the complex topography prevents the use of low-resolution models, which are unable to reproduce 

water formations. Additional coastal influence, for example of cascading of dense shelf waters, could 

impact the LIW generation. In the last years, the performances of the reanalysis generated and 

distributed by the operational center (and which includes Argo T/S data) have been strongly improved. 

As during DEWEX, the availability of these products will certainly improve our capability to identify 

regions and timing of the LIW formation. A careful validation of these re-analysis could be carried out 

in a first phase of the project. As during DEWEX, regional re-analysis will be also generated, by 

intensively using the in situ data (from ships and autonomous platforms). Regional models will be used 

(again as in DEWEX) to identify the sampling regions and periods, during and before the operational 

phases of the in situ experiment. 

 Coupled physical-biogeochemical numerical modeling will be then used to determine how regional 

physical conditions do act on the occurrence of large blooms observed some years in the area of LIW 

formation. During such event, strong mixing process is likely to uplift sufficient nutrients in the 

euphotic layer but it will be interesting to know what the stoichiometry of nutrients available for 

phytoplankton communities is in the context of differential depth between tops of nitracline and 

phosphacline. Does this particular nutricline configuration impact the composition of plankton bloom 

(presence of diatoms or not and their size if present, dominance of intermediate or small cells, etc.) and 

consecutively the composition, mean size and amount of exported matter following bloom? In turn, this 

sinking matter is important to characterize because this organic pool feeds LIW and, in fine, it 

modulates the stock of nutrients transported in the Western basin (e.g. De Fommervault et al., 2015) by 

the LIW “conveyor belt”. Non-redfieldian biogeochemical models similarly to those previously used 

with success in the Northwestern Basin are especially dedicated to better understand the relationships 

between the regional particular stoichiometry and composition and intensity of plankton bloom at the 

time of LIW formation. Additionally, the use of a dedicated and validated coupled model will enable to 

finely understand the relationships between the seasonal dynamics of the water column and the 

perturbations induced by transient mesoscale structures on the ephemeral algal blooms (community 

structure, biomass level, micropredators, etc.) in the area of LIW formation.  

 What4 are the roles of transient mesoscale structures (if existing) associated to generation and spreading 

of LIW on the distributions of plankton? The roles of this type of transient hydrodynamic structures in 

the induction of ephemeral algal bloom have been already clearly observed and modeled in the 

northwestern Mediterranean basin during the deep water formation (i.e. Levy et al., 1998; Severin et al., 

2014). The study of interactions between permanent mesoscale structures (see aforementioned 

rationales point #2) and LIW vein and consequences on nutrients and plankton distributions in the 

Levantine Basin will be of great interest. It has been clearly shown that altering the spatial resolution of 

hydrodynamic models or the spatial resolution of atmospheric fields forcing these models affects for 

example the representation of mesoscale structures associated to the deep water generation in the NW 

Mediterranean Sea (i.e. Herrmann et al., 2010; Herrmann et al., 2008). The recent studies of Mkhinini 

et al  (2014) confirmed the importance of wind forcing in the formation of the long-lived eddies in the 

Levantine Basin and some preliminary works of Arsouze et al. (2012) also show that increasing the 

                                                           
3 The BG12 H2020 “MedOS” project (submitted in February 2016) organizes the design and the implementation of a 

coupled physical biogeochemical ocean observing system in the Mediterranean area, with a specific focus on the Eastern 

Basin. Part of the observing activities, using in particular autonomous plateforms (moorings, gliders) and local cruises by 

eastern partners will be then supported  in the framework of MedOS. 
4 This research activity is strongly connected with the objectives of the physical (i.e. Hymex) and operational (i.e. Mercator) 

communities. It will be then a relevant “contact point” to identify shared activity from the Mermex group. 
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spatial resolution of hydrodynamic model allows a better representation of these eddies. Coupled 

models run with different atmospheric forcing conditions or spatial resolution could be used to 

disentangle the role of the long-lived eddies present in area of LIW formation on the seasonal 

distributions of nutrients and plankton functional types as well as may be to better understand the 

interannual variability observed in the latter distributions.  

 Coupled physical-biogeochemical models also have a major role to play in the quantification of carbon 

export and sequestration. This presupposes additional work on the biogeochemical processes affecting 

detrital organic carbon production and removal, not only in the euphotic layer but in deeper layers, and 

especially in the 100-500m of the LIW. This modeling work has to be accompanied by in situ 

measurements of DOC and POC concentrations, and by more reliable in situ quantifications of DOC 

and POC export fluxes. 

 

CALENDAR AND IMPLEMENTATION 

 

 

The activity of 2016 will be primarily devoted to the international coordination, in the framework of MedOS and 

of specific actions with interested partners. A workshop will be organized in Istanbul for April/May 2016. An 

important contribution of MERMEX is foreseen. The workshop will be dedicated to establish the final design of 

the operation, and determining the different countries contribution. 

Preliminary studies will be primary devoted to studies of existing data/simulations, which should provide 

scientific results to prepare and supported the design of the experiment. These studies should be also integrated 

in the ship applications documents, in general for all the countries, and, more specifically, for the French ships 

applications. Four axes have been identified: 

 Reappraisal an reanalysis of the existing databases in the Levantine area; identification of seasonal and 

spatial patterns; remote sensing multi-platform analysis; 

 OSSE and OSS in the Levantine area, to validate implementation plan and the cruise(s) an autonomous 

platform strategy; 

 Evaluation and adaptation of numerical systems in the region, adaptation on the basis of the existing 

and recent (i.e. autonomous platform, BioArgo) observations 

Shiptime proposal for the French cruises in 2018 will be submitted in September 2016. 

The main activity for early 2017 will be the preparation of the cruise(s) and the implementation of the 

autonomous network. 

Most of ground activity will concentrate in 2018, and the most of the resources will be devoted to the cruises and 

to the autonomous network operations. 

 

INTERNATIONAL CONTEXT 

At the international level, a lot of non-French researchers are involved in discussions for collaborating in the 

project since early 2015. The present implementation plan describes the general philosophy of the operations 

(which will be carried out in a pan-Mediterranean coordination), pointing out the activities which will be directly 

coordinated in a French framework (MERMEX and HYMEX), that will be finalized in 2016 with the 

international partners.  

The contacted partners of the present proposal are involved in a proposal to respond to a H2020 call addressing 

the improvement of observing systems and operational oceanography capacities in the Mediterranean. The 

present project will directly benefit from this European initiative, which will start in late 2016/early 2017 and 

last 4 years.  
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